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Presented in a range of shapes and styles, Savinelli’s Dry System series offers a 
selection of robust pieces in traditional, understated finishes, sure to please those 
pipe smokers with a taste for classic shapes, but who prefer something more on par 
with the Italian school’s neoclassically-proportioned numbers. 
MSRP $110 - $125

SMOOTH DARK BROWN SHAPES & SIZES: 613, 614, 620, 621
RUSTICATED DARK BROWN SHAPES & SIZES: 613, 614, 620, 621
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SANDBLASTED BLACK • SMOOTH TOP 
NATURAL • SMOOTH BROWN

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 121 EX, 315 EX, 320 
EX, 510 EX, 611 EX, 616 EX 

2018 Collection
Combining Italian neo-classical shaping with some of 
Savinelli’s most impressive finishes, the Collection 2018 
series offers a bent Billiard with style. Offered in smooth 
and sandblasted finishes, each topped with twin briar rings 
as stem accents, this series keeps things simple yet elegant.
MSRP $360 - $650

Mega
Big, EX-sized bowls have been paired to 
abbreviated stems in the Mega series, making for 
charmingly chubby designs that fill the hand. Each 
sports a crisp rustication, dark stain, and patterned 
acrylic stem, all making for one warm, pastoral 
palette. MSRP $150

Oceano
The Savinelli family has always loved the sea, and the Oceano series has been designed to honor that fact. Offered in smooth or rusticated finishes, 
each in a rich burgundy, every pipe is topped with a swirled acrylic stem in white and blue to represent the foaming ocean waves.
MSRP $120 - $135

SMOOTH BURGUNDY SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 111 KS, 311 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 510 KS, 606 KS, 616 KS, 626, 673 KS, 804 KS
RUSTICATED DARK BROWN SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 111 KS, 311 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 510 KS, 606 KS, 616 KS, 626, 673 KS, 804 KS
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SMOOTH NATURAL SHAPES & SIZES: 121 KS, 207, 315 KS, 321, 409, 
614, 645 KS, 670 KS
RUSTICATED BLACK SHAPES & SIZES: 121 KS, 207, 315 KS, 321, 409, 
614, 645 KS, 670 KS

Otello
Nodding to Giuseppe Verdi’s opera, which itself was based on 
Shakespeare’s Othello, the Otello series offers some of Savinelli’s 
classic shapes, paired to a specially-designed stepped stem that 
gives the impression of a military mount. Offered in a smooth, 
natural finish, or a dark rustication, each pipe in this series is also 
topped with a crisp metal ring to accent. MSRP $130 - $165

Ghibli
The Ghibli series features virgin briar with a carved rustication, 
meant to evoke the lines made by the wind in desert landscapes. 
Offered in a number of classic shapes, each pipe is topped with a 
yellow stem inlaid with a marble-patterned acrylic accent. 
MSRP $200

RUSTICATED NATURAL SHAPES & SIZES: 111 KS, 207, 
321, 606 KS, 614, 626, 645 KS

SMOOTH BROWN • SMOOTH NATURAL
RUSTICATED LIGHT BROWN • RUSTICATED BLACK

Sport Edition: Soccer
In celebration of the 2018 Soccer World Cup, Savinelli’s Sport Edition 
for 2018 features a plump Apple shape in smooth and rusticated 
finishes, with a silver soccer ball on the shank. It comes complete with 
a case designed to fit two pipes, making it a real value. 
MSRP $170 - $320
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As the Italian marque’s flagship line, Savinelli Autographs are handcrafted by a single artisan from start to finish, each representing a complete portrayal of 
that artist’s vision. Crafted from Extra Extra grade plateau briar, every mouthpiece and accent is hand cut from rod stock. Much like the Danish tradition of 
pipemaking, each Autograph is shaped first for the finest representation of grain and shape possible, and only then are the tobacco chambers, smoke holes 
and mortises drilled, resulting in pipes that are individually unique and exhibit exquisite grain and linework.

Following a rigorous quality control process, many Autograph blocks are started but discarded due to sandpits or other natural defects. Consequently, 
Autographs represent the best of the best. In accordance with those meticulous standards, Autographs are graded pursuant to strict shape, grain, and quality 
parameters. In ascending order, the grades are as follows: 3, 4, 5, 6, and 8, with superlative pieces receiving 0, 00, and the ultimate 000 grades. 

For your customers who prefer smaller pipes than have been generally available in the Autograph line, the Mignon series represents the same fastidious 
devotion to quality and creativity as other Autographs, and reflect the robust and burly aesthetic of the line, but in smaller designs. Savinelli’s perspective 
on the popularity of freestyle shaping is expressed in its line of Freestyle Autographs, exemplifying a more profound departure, with creative artisanal 
emphasis on the beauty of briar in freeform shapes, including copious employment of large briar in unusual shapes for tactile and visual appeal. Capturing 
the preeminent qualities of the entire Autograph series is the line of Mr. A Autographs, a comprehensive ensemble epitomizing unique shaping; exceptional 
in all grades from sandblast to smooth, Mr. A Autographs are distinctive from the general population of Autographs while maintaining the ample briar 
aesthetic that the series has long been famous for. 

While Savinelli’s standard lines offer a variety of classic shapes your customers may favor, the Autograph series delivers a spectacular introduction into the 
world of artisanal handmade pipes. Once they understand the advantages of owning a true high-grade pipe, they’ll be back for more. MSRP $280 - $2450

FREEHAND PANELED  •  FREEHAND ED  •  SANDBLASTED  •  SMOOTH  •  PANELED  •  MIGNON  •  FREESTYLE  

Autograph
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VARIOUS HANDMADE SHAPES  

Artisan
Hand-carved one at a time by Savinelli’s in-house artisans, from briar specially chosen for its grain quality, no two pipes of the Artisan series are truly the 
same. These each feature a handsome, smooth finish and medium-dark contrast stain that allows the briar’s grain to pop, and each comes included in its 
own presentation box. MSRP $330

Giubileo d’Oro
The Giubileo d’Oro is the Savinelli pipe par excellence, presented in their most classical shapes, fashioned from the tiny percentage of briar which passes 
the inspection required to make this grade, and finished in either a dark, fine-textured sandblast, a smooth, lovely honey-blonde contrast, or a duskier, 
handsomely reserved walnut contrast. As you might expect from a series consisting only of the top 0.1% of a marque’s production, the sandblast-finished 
pieces offer choice ring grain, while the smooth finished selections can be counted on for providing plenty of beautiful birdseye and flame. All three 
versions come fitted with classic jet-black stems, accented only with the series’ signature trio of brass dots, and every Giubileo d’Oro is accompanied by 
its own tamper featuring turned brass and briar construction, the latter element finished to match the pipe itself. MSRP $505 - $860

SANDBLASTED   •   HONEY   •   WALNUT
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Punto Oro Classic
Of all the series produced by Savinelli, the shapes within the legendary Savinelli 
Punto Oro (Gold Dot) line are the most traditional, each boasting a time honored 
form which could serve as a template for their turn-of-the-century brethren. The 
Punto Oro is created from the finest Mediterranean briar, aged for three years, 
and boasts ninety separate crafting and inspection processes performed by some 
of Savinelli’s most skilled artisans. 

Featuring a smooth, “miles deep” finish and tastefully accented with a brass 
dot, the Punto Oro is available in both the Natural and Burgundy finish and 
comes with a lucite stem. In addition to acquiring a smoking instrument which 
comes standard with a lucite bit, your Punto Oro customer receives the added 
confidence that their new pipe is backed by a 24 month guarantee against any 
faults in materials or workmanship. MSRP $225 - $450

Airone
Italian for “Heron,” the Airone evokes its namesake avian in its 
series-exclusive bent Billiard shape, featuring a more modestly 
sized bowl as well as a lithesome, graceful gesture through the 
shank and stem. Driving that aesthetic home, it also features a 
softly domed acrylic military mount, and is available in either a 
crisp sandblast or a low-profile rustication. 
MSRP $120 - $160

BORDEAUX   •   NATURAL   •   GOLD

RUSTICATED    •   SANDBLASTED

Impero
As a tribute to Italy’s rich artistic heritage, the Impero series pays homage to the old Roman Empire, presenting eight of Savinell’s classic shapes in a regal 
style. Finished in either a natural, smooth polish or a dark brown rustication, each pipe is adorned by a band of emerald green, marbled acrylic, as well as 
twin nickel rings for a bit of flash. MSRP $130 - $165

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 111 KS, 127, 207, 315 KS, 321, 602, 636 KS, 920 KS
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 111 KS, 127, 207, 315 KS, 321, 602, 636 KS, 920 KS
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RUSTICATED & SMOOTH

Clark’s Favorite
In the same fashion as the Bing’s Favorite, the Clark’s Favorite 
offers a lean, long-stemmed design based on the favored pipe 
of acting legend Clark Gable. Available in a variety of finishes. 
MSRP $125 - $140

Ginger’s Favorite
The Ginger’s Favorite series is dedicated to famed silver-screen actress and 
dancer Ginger Rogers. Unlike the other Favorites lines, it features two shapes, 
the “104” and “626,” which are both presented with long, horn-patterned 
acrylic stems and a choice of either a dark, smoky, smooth finish or a dark 
walnut, contrast stained rustication. MSRP $130 - $160

Bing’s Favorite
The Bing’s Favorite is modeled after the pipes favored by famous 
crooner Bing Crosby. Available in a variety of finishes, all equipped 
with a lengthy shank and stem, it’s a reliable smoker with an elegant 
style. MSRP $120 - $135

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 626 
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 626

RUSTICATED & SMOOTH

BLACK & BROWN RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 202, 313, 401, 403, 404, 601, 901, 921
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 202, 313, 401, 404, 601, 901, 921

Churchwarden
The Churchwarden series, as its name suggests, offers a variety of classic Savinelli stummel designs, paired up to extra-long Churchwarden stems. 
The results are pipes which, while not exactly the acme of on-the-go portability, excel in providing an enjoyable smoke during the times when it will 
be appreciated the most: our treasured periods of leisure. MSRP $100 - $130
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Trevi
Named after the famed Trevi fountain in Rome, this 
Savinelli series offers a selection of classic shapes in either 
a smooth-polished dark walnut finish, or a rugged black 
rustication, both accented by a bright filigree band bearing 
a design depicting the ancient engineering marvels that are 
the Roman aqueducts. MSRP $100 - $120

Roma
The Roma is one of the most perennially popular series of the 
venerable Savinelli company, and a quick look at the pipe will show 
why. Classic, hand friendly shapes, top notch rustication, a vulcanite 
bit as well as a an attractive band of smooth briar on the rim. This is a 
solid lineup upon which to expand a rotation. MSRP $96 - $125

Roma Lucite
The Savinelli Roma Lucite builds upon the classic, hand friendly shapes, 
top notch rustication, and nicely contrasting band of smooth briar on 
the rim of the original Roma series, but replaces the vulcanite stem with 
one featuring a swirled amber and mocha Lucite, for those who prefer a 
thicker, non-oxidizing material. MSRP $110 - $120

Oscar Tiger
A bold and striking series, the Oscar Tiger line offers a considerable variety 
of Savinelli’s most popular shapes, presented in either a handsomely 
polished, walnut finish or a rugged black rustication — all fitted with a 
signature black-and-gold colored acrylic stem. MSRP $110 - $148

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 602, 626, 111 KS, 114 KS, 
310 KS, 311 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 607 KS, 616 KS, 904 KS
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 602, 626, 111 KS, 114 KS, 
310 KS, 311 KS, 320 KS, 606 KS, 607 KS,  616 KS, 904 KS

SHAPES & SIZES: 101, 104, 106, 109, 110, 122, 123, 127, 128, 129, 173, 
207, 305, 313, 401, 504, 506, 601, 602, 603, 614, 620, 623, 626, 628, 702, 
704, 706, 802, 806, 812, 111 KS, 114 KS, 140 KS, 141 KS, 209 KS, 310 
KS, 311 KS, 315 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 412 KS, 413 KS, 440 KS, 513 KS, 
514 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 616 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 699 KS, 707 
KS, 804 KS, 816 KS, 904 KS, 920 KS, 111 EX, 114 EX, 315 EX, 510 EX, 
606 EX, 611 EX

SHAPES & SIZES: 122, 207, 515, 602, 614, 626, 111 KS, 114 KS, 315 KS, 
316 KS, 412 KS, 606 KS, 611 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 707 KS, 804 KS

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 128, 207, 504, 603, 626, 699, 111 KS, 311 KS, 
315 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 101, 127, 207, 404, 504, 601, 626, 111 KS, 311 KS, 
315 KS, 606 KS, 677 KS, 811 KS
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Spring
A warm and simple combination, the Spring series finish 
presents a variety of popular shapes in a smooth polish and 
dressed in a medium walnut stain, fitted with classic black 
stems. MSRP $130

Tre
Available in a variety of shapes and styles, Savinelli’s Tre 
series offers classic Italian designs with a unique twist: a 
3mm draft hole, rather than the standard 6mm or 9mm sizes. 
This line offers your customers this special option at an 
affordable price point.  MSRP $105 - $125

Marte
The Marte series from Savinelli derives its name from the Italian word 
for the planet Mars. Each piece in the series has a finish that draws 
inspiration from the Red Planet, and features a pronounced copper 
accent band to complete the aesthetic. MSRP $135 - $175

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 114 KS, 122, 128, 129, 
140 KS, 141 KS, 173, 207, 305, 316 KS, 320 KS, 404, 602, 606 KS, 
614, 626, 673 KS, 677 KS, 707 KS, 806, 812

SHAPES & SIZES: 122, 127, 207, 602, 614, 626, 628, 111 KS, 
141 KS, 311 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 413 KS, 606 KS, 622 KS, 673 
KS, 677 KS, 804 KS, 920 KS 

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 105, 114 KS, 207, 310 KS, 321, 401, 601, 606 KS, 614, 626, 701, 802
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 104, 105, 114 KS, 207, 310 KS, 321, 401, 601, 606 KS, 614, 626, 701, 802

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 128, 207, 626, 121 KS, 311 KS, 320 
KS, 616 KS, 670 KS
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 128, 207, 626, 121 KS, 311 KS, 320 KS, 
616 KS, 670 KS

Porto Cervo
Savinelli’s Porto Cervo line is named after a seaside resort 
town in northern Sardinia, a Mediterranean isle steeped in 
history. The briars of this series are fittingly finished in a deep, 
rich auburn, smooth style. MSRP $115 - $130
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RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 111 EX, 121 EX, 315 EX, 
316 EX, 320 EX, 510 EX, 604 EX, 606 EX, 611 EX, 619 EX, 
804 EX, 814 EX, 815 EX
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 111 EX, 315 EX, 320 EX, 510 
EX, 604 EX, 606 EX, 611 EX, 619 EX, 803 EX

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES:127, 207, 305, 504, 602, 603, 626, 628, 812, 606 KS, 
673 KS, 677 KS, 705 KS
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 207, 305, 504, 602, 614, 626, 114 KS, 606 KS, 673 KS, 
677 KS, 705 KS, 804 KS

Hercules
A series dedicated to Savinelli’s huge “Extraordinaire” 
sized designs, the aptly-named Hercules offers big, 
robust pipes with spacious chambers for those customers 
who favor big briars. They are offered in either a 
lightly-rusticated finish or a handsome, smooth walnut 
variation. MSRP $125 - $150

Tortuga
One of Savinelli’s most novel series, the Tortuga features a plug-cap which 
allows an unfinished smoke to be saved for later. Both the cap and the stem are 
shaped from matching tortoiseshell-patterned acrylic, and the briars of this line are 
offered in either a dark, earthy rustication, or an attractive walnut smooth finish. 
MSRP $116 - $160

Tundra
Presented in a mellow, earthy style, the briars of the Tundra series feature either 
a pleasing low-profile rustication, or a smooth, dark, smoky walnut finish, both 
accented by swirl-patterned, caramel-colored acrylic stems. MSRP $150 - $185

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES:111 EX, 315 EX, 316 EX, 320 EX, 606 EX, 
611 EX
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 122, 128, 207, 602, 626, 628, 699, 802, 114 KS, 
144 KS, 344 KS, 644 KS, 645 KS, 673 KS, 315 EX, 316 EX, 320 EX, 606 EX, 
611 EX

Menta
Savinelli continues their culinary-inspired series with the Menta or 
“mint” line. Featuring a smooth, dark ruby finish and a mouthpiece of 
cream and green acrylic, each pipe comes with a mint tea strainer-like 
windscreen/cap, making smoking outdoors a breeze. Available in a 
range of six classic designs. MSRP $175  

SHAPES & SIZES: 122, 128, 321, 412 KS, 614, 636
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RUSTICATED SHAPES: 1, 2, 3, 4
SMOOTH SHAPES: 1, 2, 3, 4

RUSTICATED: 105, 112, 202, 402, 601, 626
NATURAL: 105, 112, 202, 402, 601, 626
BROWN: 105, 112, 202, 402, 601, 626

Petite
The idea behind the Petite series is, as the name suggests, small, lightweight pipes — well-established, classic Savinelli shapes, altered to the kind of 
fine proportions more typically associated with pipes of the old French style, or smaller English pocket pipes. Though gracile by design, these briars 
feature stout walls and are available in a range of finishes: the medium-walnut and lighter, natural contrast stains of the two smooth-polished versions, 
as well as the jet-black, rusticated version. In all three, brass and nickel rings at the base of the stem make for a simple, clean accent. MSRP $125 - $170

Lolita
Savinelli’s Lolita line offers handy pocketable pipes in a selection of four 
different compact designs unique to this series, each fitted with extra-short 
stems for an easier balance when clenched. MSRP $86 - $105

Dolomiti
Inspired by the iconic Dolomite mountain range in northeastern Italy, 
as well as the sedimentary carbonate rock of the same name found 
there and in various historic buildings in Rome, Savinelli’s Dolomiti 
series presents classic shapes in fittingly earthy palettes. Available in 
either a light brown smooth or a light brown rusticated finish, each 
Dolomiti pipe is accented by a small beige acrylic band, as well as a 
matching acrylic mouthpiece. MSRP $120 - $135

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 114 KS, 128, 311 KS, 320 KS, 
321, 602, 645 KS, 673 KS 
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 114 KS, 128, 311 KS, 320 KS, 321, 
602, 645 KS, 673 KS

La Corta
Savinelli’s answer to the Brucianaso or nosewarmer pipe, La Corta is a three-shape 
series featuring some of Savinelli’s fullest, yet most balanced classic shapes, paired 
to abbreviated shanks and stems. Available in both a smooth walnut finish or a crisp, 
dark rustication, each pipe comes with either a jet-black or a tortoiseshell-patterned 
acrylic mouthpiece — all accented with a trim nickel band. 
MSRP $125 - $140

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 101 C, 510 C, 616 C
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 101 C, 510 C, 616 C
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BROWN: 123, 128, 129, 207, 602, 614, 621, 626, 111 KS, 114 KS, 140 KS, 141 KS, 209 KS, 
310 KS, 315 KS, 316 KS, 320 KS, 413 KS, 513 KS, 622 KS, 673 KS, 677 KS, 707 KS, 804 KS, 
904 KS   

BLUE: 626. 111 KS, 606 KS 
BROWN: 626, 111 KS, 606 KS 
GREEN: 626, 111 KS, 606 KS
RED:  207, 626, 111 KS, 606 KS

Alligator
The Alligator series dresses some of Savinelli’s most popular designs in a mixed finish of deep 
rusticated grooves and smooth-polished panels, resulting in a texture and aesthetic much like that 
of an alligator’s hide. It’s also one of Savinelli’s most colorful presentations, with deep blues, 
warm reds, emerald greens, and understated browns all in the mix. MSRP $130 - $135

Arcobaleno
Italian for “Rainbow,” the Arcobaleno series was created in order to offer rusticated pipes of sophisticated shapes, as well as colorful finishes, and 
at an affordable price. Accented with a smart, silver colored band, the Arcobaleno is available in a variety of classic Savinelli shapes, as well as both 
the standard and “KS” size designations. The Arcobaleno is available in both smooth and rusticated finishes, and the stains include a jaunty rusticated 
green, an ultra-deep phthalo blue, and a seal brown. MSRP $103 - $125 

GREEN:  614, 111 KS, 677 KS, 804 KS   
RED: 128, 602, 673 KS, 707 KS
BLUE: 626, 311 KS, 316 KS, 412 KS, 606 KS 
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Series III
Virgin-finished briar, which allows a pipe to take on color with age and enjoyment, is often seen in choice, high-priced pipes. Savinelli presents 
it here at a great bargain in the Series III line, which offers low-priced, reliable smokers in a variety of shapes, wholesaled by the assorted dozen.
MSRP $56

Mattone
Italian for “brick,” Savinelli’s Mattone line offers a range of classic shapes in light blonde smooth finishes, topped with horn-colored acrylic accents 
for a tasteful and understated presentation your customers will love. This series is, fittingly, a retailer-exclusive line, created with the brick and mortar 
tobacconist in mind. MSRP $85

One Starter Kit
The One series consists of “starter kits,” composed of classic 
Savinelli briars that each include their own zip-up pipe bag, along 
with a packet of 6mm balsa filters, a pipe tool, and a bundle of pipe 
cleaners — all that’s needed to get started, short of matches and 
tobacco. They’re also well-suited to frequent travelers. 
MSRP $95 - $115

Brick & 
Mortar 

Exclusive

SHAPES & SIZES: 
Sold in batches of 12.

SHAPES: 106, 313, 401, 601, 614, 626

RUSTICATED SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 321, 404, 601
SMOOTH SHAPES & SIZES: 106, 321, 404, 601 
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Free
Free. As in freehand. A term to talk about handmade pipes made in the Danish way, freehand pipes are drilled out for the chamber and mortise 
first and then shaped around the internal engineering per the grain of the briar or the whim of the carver, freed from constraint of the lathe or the 
standardized shape chart. Available in rusticated burnt-sienna or chocolate, no two Rossi Frees are identical, varying in both size and shape—the 
color and acrylic pattern of the mouthpieces are unique from piece to piece as well. Don’t be traditional. Be Free. MSRP $150

VARIOUS HANDMADE SHAPES, SIZES, & COLORS: BLUE, RED, & GREEN
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Vittoria
Featuring a mix of standard, and more generously-sized briars, crafted from 
the finest Mediterranean briar, the Rossi Vittoria is offered by the dozen. 
This is a ruggedly rusticated series that features both a vulcanite bit, as well 
as a fine variety of straight and bent classic shapes. If you are seeking one 
of the finest values in a briar today, you need look no further. 
MSRP $54

SHAPES & SIZES: 8111, 8122, 8140, 8315, 8320, 8403, 
8601, 8602, 8645, 8670, 8673, 8804, 8811, 8815

Lucca
Offering a range of classic Italian smokers in a no-nonsense style, Rossi’s Lucca line 
is perfect for your customers who prefer larger pipes. All the designs in this series 
are scaled up to “EX” proportions, providing smokers with loads of chamber and 
plenty of insulating briar all around. All pipes in this line are finished in an extra 
dark, rugged rustication and accented only by a thin ring of bright nickel, keeping 
the focus on the shapes themselves. The various shapes in this line are now available 
individually. MSRP $85

Sitting
Everyone likes a sitter pipe. And that’s just what the entire Rossi Sitting line 
offers: classic Rossi shapes fashioned along the heel and bottom portion of 
the shank just so they’ll perch without fuss or aid. Perfect for the kind of pipe 
smoker that tends to keep his hands busy and is constantly casting about for 
the right place to deposit his pipe at a moment’s notice, there are a dozen dark 
brown rusticated shapes to choose from in the line, each sporting a vulcanite 
stem, and purchasable individually (as in not sold by the dozen). MSRP $78

SHAPES & SIZES: 8104, 8111, 8122, 8315, 8320, 8404, 8602, 8606, 8626, 8628, 8673, 
8802

Rubino
The Rossi Rubino offers a variety of shapes in a dark, smoky style. The matte 
finish provides subtle contrast and warmth, as well as a superb smoothness in hand. 
The simple presentation, with the dusky briar, accented only by a nickel stem-ring 
allows the fine Italian shaping of these briars to speak for itself, resulting in an 
unpretentious look with a broad appeal, while the jet-black vulcanite stems offer a 
softer feel for those inclined to smoke their pipes clenched in the jaw. MSRP $70

SHAPES & SIZES: 8101, 8344, 8414, 8611, 8622, 8644, 8645, 8701, 8802, 8811, 8812, 8824

SHAPES & SIZES: 8111, 8121, 8315, 8320, 8510, 8606, 8611, 8619, 8803
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Savinelli Tamper
A tamper is one of the most important accessories in a smoker’s collection, second only 
to the pipe itself. Savinelli’s newest line of tampers presents a sleek, minimalist design in 
a variety of colors. The pick is easily concealed in the fuselage by a screw-on cap. Ideal 
for a Savinelli collector as part of a gift assortment or for a smoker’s everyday use, it is 
effortlessly stowed away in a smoker’s pocket, or within the included pouch. MSRP $30

COLORS: ORANGE, BLUE, BORDEAUX, YELLOW, RED, LIME GREEN, GREEN, OR BLACK

COLORS: ORANGE, LIME, GREEN, BLACK, WHITE, BLUE, RED, OR BORDEAUX

Ceramic Tobacco Jar
Presented in a variety of bold colors to match Savinelli tampers, these ceramic tobacco jars hold up top 22 fluid ounces and incorporate rubber gaskets to 
ensure airtight tobacco moisture levels. MSRP $79

SMALL STYLES: SEGAR, TOBAGO MSRP $79
MEDIUM STYLES: ANCIENT SEGAR, ANCIENT TABAC MSRP $79
LARGE STYLE: TOBACCO MSRP $85

Ceramic Tobacco Jars
Available in three sizes, each Ceramic Tobacco Jar is equipped with a rubber gasket to maintain a tight seal and keep tobacco at the proper humidity level. 
The large size features artwork depicting pipes, the medium and small each bear text saying “Tobacco & Seegars; Delicious, Fine Cut, Etc.” These jars 
are perfect for providing customers who purchase bulk tobaccos with a safe place for storage.
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Colorful Pipe Stands & Ashtrays
In this novel, modernist accessory, Savinelli combines one of their Danish Moderne-style Ceramic Chair Pipe Stands with a modest ashtray, complete 
with a deep ash well and a convenient cork knocker. As for the stand itself, its seat-like rest sits stably atop its ceramic base, liberating external 
elements from support duties. The stand fits flush atop the ashtray, which is housed along the side of a broad ceramic base. Such a configuration works 
to conceal any unsightly bits of ash or tobacco, and makes for a striking aesthetic overall. Available in a variety of color palettes, these are a must have 
for any retailer looking to diversify their inventory. 

ASHTRAY WITH PIPE STAND TOP: BLUE, RED, GREEN, BLACK ON WHITE, WHITE ON BLACK MSRP $120
CHAIR PIPE STANDS: BLUE, RED, GREEN, BLACK, WHITE, ORANGE, LIME GREEN MSRP $48

Sidecar Ceramic Ashtray Pipe Knocker 1 Pipe
Savinelli combines their signature Goccia pipe stands with their more utilitarian ashtray, 
offering a deep ash well, and a one pipe rest set to the side of the ashtray. MSRP $75

Ceramic Ashtray Pipe Knocker
Handsomely understated and perfectly utilitarian, Savinelli’s ceramic ashtrays are 
ideal for any library, patio, or lounge. Available in jet black, hunter green, and milk-
chocolate brown, each ashtray comes with two cork knockers. 

1 PIPE COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, CHOCOLATE, OR GREEN MSRP $65
3 PIPE COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, CHOCOLATE, OR GREEN MSRP $70

COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, GREEN, BORDEAUX, OR BLUE

Goccia Pipe Ceramic Stands
With a simple, smooth, discrete, and modern design, these Savinelli ceramic pipe rests are designed to gently cradle 
any pipe. Available in several colors, they make a fine addition to any desktop, and are also quite suitable for keeping 
some particular pipe conspicuously presented among collections.  
Available in classic black, deep chocolate, and bordeaux.

1 PIPE COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, DEEP CHOCOLATE, OR BORDEAUX MSRP $35
2 PIPE COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, DEEP CHOCOLATE, OR BORDEAUX MSRP $52
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Magic Cloth
Whether it’s a pricey collector piece or simply an old favorite smoker, proper care of a briar is essential to keeping it 
at its best, so that one might better enjoy ownership of it. To that end Savinelli offers their Magic Cloth, consisting of 
two pieces of Italian cotton stitched back-to-back — the beige half impregnated with Carnauba wax and a protective 
silicone. By simply polishing the pipe with the beige side, then wiping it down with the opposite, blue half, the 
Savinelli Magic Cloth is designed to help maintain a briar’s luster and finish for a long time to come. MSRP $27 

COLORS: BORDEAUX OR GREEN

Nappa 3 Pipe Case
A convenient option for those who can’t pick just one pipe to travel with, this Savinelli case 
features loops for three — plus a tamper sheath, a fourth big, broad loop for a tobacco pouch, 
and a pretty roomy accessories pocket as well. MSRP $180

Nappa Roll-up Tobacco Pouch
The roll-up tobacco pouch is a simple concept that has endured for generations, and it’s done so because, quite 
simply, it works, it’s convenient, and it’s manufactured at an affordable price. And that’s just what Savinelli 
offers in their own: a functional, convenient, and affordable way to stow a day’s worth of one’s favorite blend. 
MSRP $128 

COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, CHOCOLATE, OR RED

COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, CHOCOLATE, OR GREEN

COLORS: CLASSIC BLACK, CHOCOLATE, OR RED

COLOR: BROWN

4 Pipe Travel Bag
Utilitarian and handsomely attractive, this four-pipe travel bag displays the Savinelli insignia on 
the right and a reflective pipe emblem on the left. The roll-up design is the ultimate in convenience, 
especially for traveling smokers with pipe rotations to carry. Inside are four generously sized pipe 
loops, one tamper loop, a Velcro tobacco pouch strap, and zippered accessory pocket. MSRP $270

Churchwarden Two Pipe Case 
This darkly stylish, genuine leather carrying case allows your customers to stow not one, but 
two full-length Churchwardens — all without the burden of breaking them down. Inside, you’ll 
find a lighter, richer auburn interior, fitted with extra-long pipe loops, a pipe cleaner sleeve, a 
removable tobacco pouch, and a zippered accessory pocket. MSRP $90  

Leather Pipe Sleeve
Whether packing the pipe into a suitcase for a flight across the country or the glove box for a short trip to 
the grocery store, Savinelli’s Pipe Sleeve offers a stylish and practical way of preventing damage to a well-
finished briar. The application is simple enough, slide it down the stem and shank, zip it up, and your pipe is 
ready to go anywhere, minus the dents, scratches, and dings. MSRP $47
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Laguna Pipe Tool
The Laguna pipe tool is a fuselage design, with the tamper concealed within its polished briar main body. Additionally, pulling on the tamper foot 
reveals a small chamber-scraper, plug-fitted into the cap which serves as the tamper’s handle. The shaft of the tamper and the blade of the scraper 
are made of hardwood, rather than metal, better ensuring that a pipe isn’t scratched around the rim or inside of the chamber. The particularly 
slender proportions of both tamper and scraper make this tool ideal for smaller or oval-chambered pipes.  MSRP $55

Pipe Dopp Kit
Equipped with all the necessary products and accouterments 
your customers might need to keep their pipes in good 
condition, Savinelli’s Pipe Dopp Kit is a complete cleaning 
kit perfect for any pipe smoker. 
MSRP $40

3 in 1 Pipe Tool
A variation on the classic Czech pipe tool design, this Savinelli offering 
features a tapered, almond-shaped scraper and flat pick; the former is 
more useful for scraping clean a tapered chamber, and the latter for 
clearing out the opening of the draft-hole on the same.  MSRP $3 

Savinelli Pipe Stand - Gold
A pipe rest that can fit in a shirt pocket, this type of folding stand 
is especially popular for those who travel. This Savinelli model 
features alloy construction and a brass/gold-tone finish.  
MSRP $20

INCLUDES: STEM POLISH, NIKOSOLVOL (18ML), PIPE POLISH (18ML), STEEL PIPE REAMER, WHITE PIPE CLEANERS, 
APPLICATION CLOTHS, POLISHING CLOTH
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9mm Balsa / 50 packs of 15

MSRP $5

6mm Balsa / 100 Count

MSRP $12

6mm Balsa / 70 packs of 20

MSRP $3.40

6mm Balsa / 300 Count

MSRP $35
9mm Balsa / 200 Count

MSRP $52

Balsa Filter
Savinelli’s balsa filters absorb moisture and condensation from the smoke stream. While many more complicated systems have come and gone, 
Savinelli’s maintain a popular top tier as an inexpensive solution.  

2 PIPE STAND: MSRP $58.80

Como Wooden Stand
The idea behind these Savinelli pipe-rests is quite simple: take a piece of quality 
hardwood — mahogany, in this case — and present it in a form conducive to 
displaying some favorite smokers from a customer’s collection. To this end they 
succeed, offering a handsome but unobtrusive design which looks smart, yet also 
keeps attention where it belongs: on the pipes they hold. 
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Takara
The Kiribi Takara combines all the modern engineering and Art-Deco, retro-chic style found in the popular Kabuto 
line, only now with a bold, textured finish. Etched with the Kiribi logo and iconic giant squid on opposite faces, these 
striking lighters are sure to turn heads among customers and fellow retailers alike. MSRP $115

COLORS: BLACK, BRASS
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Kabuto
Modern engineering in an Art-Deco retro-chic style, the Kabuto is one of Kiribi’s most popular and unique offerings. Its defining feature is perhaps its 
iconic cap toggle, shaped to resemble the wings of a samurai’s “kabuto” battle helm. Kiribi Kabutos boast innovations such as a capacious, single-tank 
fuel reservoir, a binary flame design, which covers a wider surface while being gentler to your customers’ pipes, and a hinge spring made of a special 
polymer that is far more resistant to fatigue than steel. MSRP $85 - $110

Kiribi Flints
If you sell Kiribi lighters, eventually you’re going to need some flints. Why not pick the same ones your lighters came with straight 
from the factory? Kiribi lighter flints are soft and are priced to be the least expensive option on the market. Fitting to the Kiribi style 
of unique presentation, even their flints are offered in a manner different from the usual plastic pack or finicky rotating dispenser: a 
tiny glass bottle with a cork stopper. MSRP $5

Kuroi Black 
Nickel

Silver 
Satin

Short 
Black 
Matte

Short 
Black 
Nickel

Mizo Silver Mizo Black 
Matte

Black Matte

Mikazuki
Much like their other lines, Kiribi’s Mikazuki series merges Art Deco styling with traditional 
Japanese themes. Mikazuki means “waxing crescent moon” — a motif evident in the subtle 
arches of the chrome base and ignition platform. Under all of this retro style, you will find 
manifold modern innovations: a single tank construction of enormous fuel capacity, as well as 
a cutting-edge, dual flame design which boasts the binary benefits of covering a wider surface, 
while being gentler to your customers’ pipe. MSRP $90 - $100

Tomo
Merging functionalist design with sleek Art Deco-inspired aesthetics, the Kiribi Tomo is a reliable lighter and pipe tool all in one sleek package. It 
features a folding dottle pick and tamper combination tool housed within its own compartment, with a separate fuselage for storing fuel. 

A pipe smoker’s best friend, the Kiribi Tomo is available in 
understated black matte and dressy gold, as well as blue, orange, 
and red leather varieties. MSRP $120 - $135

Mikazuki 
Black

Red Matte Black Orange Gold Blue

RedBlack 
Short
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STRENGTH
Strength is based on nicotine content. Strength 
is rated on a scale ranging from 1-5, with 
1 being the least nicotine and 5 being the 
strongest offered in C&D blends.

l ll lll llll lllll

FLAVOR
Flavor is based on the taste of a blend. Flavor is 
rated on a scale ranging from 1-5, with 1 being 
the least discernible taste and 5 being the most 
robust when smoking.

l ll lll llll lllll

ROOM NOTE
Room note is based on what a non-smoker would 
smell while you smoke. Room note is rated on a scale 
ranging from 1-5, with 1 being the most subtle and 
light, and 5 being the most potent aroma.

l ll lll llll lllll

Pictured: 
Star of the East
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Appalachian Trail
Paying tribute to the region spanning from Springer Mountain, Georgia to Mount Katahdin, Maine, Cornell & Diehl’s Appalachian Trail series will have 
you pining for the great outdoors. 

Blue Ridge: A bedrock of stoved red Virginias combines with 
a hearty helping of black Cavendish, Turkish leaf, and Louisiana 
Perique for a smoking experience every bit as rich and complex as old 
Shenandoah.

 Virginia     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Bluegrass: A steady rhythm of bright and red Virginias is joined 
by an accompaniment of robust Perique and dark fired Kentucky, 
making for a spicy little diddy sure to keep you on your toes.

 Virginia     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Stovepipe: A trail of bright and red Virginias winds its way upwards, 
ascending to a summit of Perique, dark Burley leaf, and black Cavendish. 
Lightly topped with flavors of cocoa, caramel, and vanilla, it makes for a 
sublime, exhilerating smoke.

 Aromatic     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

String Duster: A duet of red and bright Virginias take the lead, 
followed by the lively harmony of Turkish leaf and the lightest notes of 
rum and maple, making for a sweet tune you’ll want to play time and time 
again.

 Aromatic     2oz. 

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE ll

White Lightning: A concentrated mixture of red and bright 
Virginias is combined with a good measure of Perique, and spiked with 
a bit of applejack, followed by the flavors of raspberry and vanilla for an 
electrifying smoking experience.

 Virginia     2oz. |

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll
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Working Man Series

Inspired by the nine-to-five grind, Cornell & Diehl’s Working Man series offers six diligent mixtures to reward you for a job well done.

Afternoon Delight “Gonna reach for the cellar, gonna open 
it wide, gonna find that tin of...” Well, you know the rest. With notes 
of maple and smoky campfire, blended with red and bright Virgin-
ias, fragrant Orientals, dark fired Kentucky, and a touch of Latakia, 
Cornell & Diehl’s Afternoon Delight will have you falling in love all 
over again.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Five O’Clock Shadow You made it. The work day is over. 
Celebrate with Cornell & Diehl’s Five O’Clock Shadow: a pressed 
cake of red Virginias, dark-fired Kentucky, and Perique with just the 
right amount of kick to get to your next destination.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Happy Hour Let your troubles drift away with this special cock-
tail of sweet bright and deep red Virginias, layered with a whisper of 
Oriental leaf and a small dram of Perique.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Lunchtime Blues Whether it’s over a three-martini lunch, or a 
simple walk to the park, can you think of a better way to shake that two 
o’clock feeling? This Burley-based blend from Cornell & Diehl is mixed 
with Virginias and just the right dose of Orientals.

  Burley     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Midnight Drive The engine hums beneath you. The evening air 
rushes across your face as you leave a cloud of troubles in your wake, sup-
planted by the dark, yet sweet aroma of bright Virginias, Perique, a touch 
of Latakia, and a hint of Turkish leaf. There’s nothing like a Midnight 
Drive.

 English    2oz.  |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Morning Drive Start your morning out right with a bowl of Morning 
Drive by Cornell & Diehl. It’s the perfect blend to get you where you’re 
going, and get you there with a smile on your face. The mixture of red and 
bright Virginias comes together in perfect harmony with just the right mea-
sure of Burley, Turkish, Perique, and Latakia. Savor the start.

 English    2oz.  |  8oz.  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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Cellar Series
Calling to mind the complex, diverse history of New Orleans, Cornell & Diehl’s Cellar Series presents 12 delicious blends intended for aging. 

Chenet’s Cake: Named in honor of Pierre Chenet, the farmer 
accredited with discovering the process that turns Burley into Perique 
in 1824, this Cellar Series blend, a combination of Virginia and 
Perique, pressed into an old-fashioned crumble cake, is a Perique 
powerhouse for those who simply can’t get enough of this “truffle of 
tobaccos.”

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

King Cake: In the New Orleans Mardi Gras tradition, no con-
fection is quite as synonymous with the season as the colorful King 
Cake. Beginning on Epiphany, January 6, the streets explode with 
parties and festivals, bringing together family and friends in the spirit 
of Mardi Gras. With that very same intent, we created this Cellar 
Series blend to honor the New Orleans staple. Experience Mardi Gras 
like never before with King Cake.

 Aromatic     2oz.  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Bijou: Choice 2003 vintage, Eastern North Carolina red Virginias 
crown this jewel. 

Accented by sweet bright leaf and rounded by small-leafed Katerini, 
Bijou is married with a hint of honey before being pressed and sliced 
into delicate flakes. This gem requires no adornment. Just time.

 Virginia     2oz. 

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Joie de Vivre: That magnificent ability to see the joy in everything, 
and the very embodiment of the festive spirit of New Orleans is the inspira-
tion for this singular, eminently cellar-worthy blend. A foundation of fra-
grant Latakia and sweet red Virginia is joined by equal amounts of Perique 
and Katerini Turkish to enhance the complexity of this Cellar Series blend, 
and then it’s finished by a dash of unsweetened black Cavendish for extra 
smoothness.

  Aromatic     2oz. 

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Bourbon Bleu: Perhaps the most well-known street in the French 
Quarter, the oldest district in New Orleans, this Cellar Series blend takes 
its name from the colorful Bourbon street, whose distinct blue shutters 
have lined the rue for years. In this equally memorable blend, bright and 
red Virginias are mixed with just the right amount of dark-fired Kentucky 
and long-cut Perique, then married together with bourbon before being 
pressed to form an old-fashioned crumble cake.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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Cellar Series
Oak Alley: Oak Alley is a splendid namesake for this cellar-wor-
thy, new American standard. After establishing an impeccable part-
nership between sweet Red Virginias and white/brown Burleys, dis-
creet amounts of Perique and Katerini Turkish are added to enhance 
both the flavor, as well as promote the coolest smoke imaginable for 
this Cellar Series blend.

  Burley      2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Old Grove: Sitting between City Park Avenue and Bayou 
Metairie lies the Old Grove, home to ancient, moss-covered oaks and 
many more of New Orleans’ oldest trees. Worthy of any cellar, this 
Cellar Series blend, a complex, ribbon-cut mixture, combines bright 
and red Virginias, dark Burley, Katerini Turkish, black Cavendish, 
and granulated Perique together with a subtle pomegranate topping to 
create a blend that will age as gracefully as the old grove itself.

 Aromatic     2oz. 

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Seersucker: A lightweight, puckered, all-cotton fabric, seersuck-
er became a staple of the Southern gentleman’s wardrobe after Joseph 
Haspel fashioned the first suit from the material in 1909, as a way of 
stylishly combating the blazing New Orleans summer heat. A spicy 
blend of cigar leaf and other choice tobaccos.

 Virginia     2oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Speakeasy Navy Blend: From the roar of jazz music to the revel 
of old and new friends alike, New Orleans’ speakeasies are not subtle 
establishments to say the least.

With colorful cocktails lining the bar and wisps of smoke dancing the dim 
light, these retro bars embody that daring spirit of one of the city’s most 
iconic eras — something we sought to capture in our bold, Cellar Series 
take on the traditional Navy flake: Speakeasy Navy Blend.

 Virginia     2oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Vieux Carré: Whether you’re visiting Jackson Square or walking 
down colorful Bourbon Street, the charm of old New Orleans is all around 
you, in Vieux Carré.

Commonly known as the French Quarter, it is the oldest district in New 
Orleans, as well as the inspiration behind this Cellar Series blend — a tra-
ditional English tobacco with a flavor every bit as complex as the Quarter’s 
own diverse atmosphere.

  English     2oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll
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Serenity Series
A quartet of halcyon mixtures makes up Cornell & Diehl’s Serenity series, sure to make for a peaceful, meditative smoking experience.

Comfort: A soothing mixture of Perique and bright Virginias, with a 
touch of cube-cut Burley and black Cavendish for a smooth, slow burn-
ing smoke. Find solace in this Perique lover’s dream.

 Virginia     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Consolation: Let your worries slip away with this calming blend of 
Latakia, Turkish, and bright Virginias. Balanced with black Cavendish 
and cube-cut Burley for a smooth, slightly sweet finish.

 English     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Repose: A nutty, heady aromatic blend of cube-cut Burley, Turkish, 
and bright Virginias, drizzled with a splash of dark rum. Quiet your 
mind with this rich, fragrant smoke.

 Aromatic     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Reverie: A duet of red and bright Virginias take the lead, followed 
by the lively harmony of Turkish leaf and the lightest notes of rum and 
maple, making for a sweet tune you’ll want to play time and time again.

 English     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Sea Scoundrels
A coffer of precious bounty, Cornell & Diehl’s Sea Scoundrels series presents a trio 
of swashbuckling mixtures to keep your eye smartly on the horizon.

Pirate Kake: A Latakia lover’s treasure, this smooth, robust blend 
reveals a trove of 75% smoke-cured leaf, accompanied by a ballast of 
exceptional Turkish and Burley to get you ready to weigh anchor.

 English    2oz. |  8oz. |  16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Privateer  A fleet of bright Virginias sets sail with C&D’s Privateer, 
stocked with black Cavendish, dark Burley, and a small cache of Latakia 
for a rich, complex journey.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Sea Dog  A cache of dark Burley enriched by a bounty of bright 
Virginia flake, black Cavendish, Turkish leaf, and hearty Cyprian Lat-
akia, Sea Dog is sure to keep you on an even keel when you’re caught 
in the doldrums.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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Bayou Morning A Perique lover’s delight, Bayou Morning is a bold mixture of red and bright Va’s and 25% Perique. 
While not for the faint of heart, it remains one of our most popular blends.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Bayou Night A Scottish type blend of Latakia, Perique, Virginias, Turkish, and Burleys that boasts a heavier Perique 
component than normally found in a classic Scottish blend. A full smoke that is surprisingly cool on the palate.

 English    2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Bayou Morning Flake A Virginia/Perique lover’s delight! We start with Old Belt Red Virginias, add 25% 
Perique, and press the whole before slicing into flakes.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Billy Budd A heavy Latakia blend with rough-cut Burley, bright Virginia flake, and a good amount of rough-cut cigar 
leaf. Created for our late friend Sailorman Jack.

 English    2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Bow Legged Bear (Classic Series) Full English blend with Virginias, Turkish, Latakia, Burleys, and Perique. 
Stoved, pressed, and sliced into an old fashioned crumble cake.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Briar Fox An exceptionally smooth mixture of Virginias and Burley, and the personal blend of well-known Danish pipe 
maker, the late Peter Heeschen. Pressed into an old fashioned crumble cake.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz. |  16oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Burley Flake #3 A blend of slow burning Burley and rich, dark fired Kentucky team up with the natural sweetness 
and welcomed fragrance of fine Virginia, and then we add a dash of Perique for additional nuance.

  Burley     2oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

2018 Featured Cornell & Diehl Tinned & Bulk Tobacco

Autumn Evening Cornell & Diehl’s proprietary Red Virginia Cavendish is lightly cased with a 
delicate maple flavor for one unique, and widely popular aromatic blend.

Aromatic    2oz. |  8oz.  |  16oz.  |  Bulk  

STRENGTH l FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll
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Crooner A specially cut, cube-style Burley and Deertongue tobacco, the Crooner is an authentic copy of Bing Crosby’s 
private blend, shared with us by one of his closest friends.

  Burley     2oz.  |  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Da Vinci Latakia with some Burley and Virginia added just because. Boasting no less than 75% Latakia, this is a Latakia 
lover’s dream mixture.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Derringer Simple yet unique, heady yet versatile, elegant but still packing a whollop, we think you’ll find this killer 
Virginia blend much as the settlers of the Old West found its namesake. Presented as a ready rubbed so it’s quick to pack and 
smooth on the draw.

 Virginia     2oz. |  Bulk   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE ll

Engine #99 A full bodied blend with enough Latakia to pull ol’ #99 up a mountain grade with flavor to spare. Loaded 
with Latakia, Perique, Virginias, Burleys, and Orientals.

  English     2oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Epiphany Reminiscent of the original Revelation said to be the favorite of Albert Einstein, this singularity is an adroit 
melding of Virginias, Burleys, Latakia, and Perique in unified harmony.

 English    2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Green River Vanilla Burley from the Green River Valley of Kentucky, fire-cured and expertly blended to be mild 
and smooth. Flavored with an outstanding vanilla.

 Aromatic     2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE l

Habana Daydream A flavorful blend of Virginias, Perique, unsweetened Black Cavendish, with a dash of Latakia 
and a spoonful of rich cigar leaf.

 English    2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

2018 Featured Cornell & Diehl Tinned & Bulk Tobacco

Founding Fathers A delightful aromatic infused with the flavor of an exotic fruit originally from 
the middle East. It was a particular favorite in the 18th Century and found growing on the grounds of Mt. Vernon, 
Monticello and around the homes of other Founding Fathers.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  | Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE l
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Haunted Bookshop One of the late Bob Runowski’s blends, named in honor of the famous novel written by 
Christopher Morley. A Burley and VA blend with just a touch of Perique.

  Burley     2oz. |  8oz.  |  Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Kajun Kake  (Classic Series) We start with naturally sweet red Virginias and add just the right touch of everyone’s 
favorite Cajun spice, Louisiana Perique. Then we press it into an old fashioned crumble cake to deepen and marry the flavors.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Mississippi Mud A bold mixture of Perique, Latakia, and unsweetened black Cavendish, Mississippi Mud is a 
straight-forward blend. Full appreciation of it doesn’t require analysis, just time to enjoy a rich and flavorful smoke.

 English    2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Old Joe Krantz Dark and cube cut Burley with red Virginia ribbon and Perique create a smooth, all day smoke. 
Another Runowski creation named in honor of the man who taught Bob to smoke a pipe: his grandfather. 

  Burley     2oz. |  8oz.  |  Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Star of the East Starting with a base of 50% Latakia, with a generous portion of Turkish leaf and sweetened with 
stoved Red Virginia, this is a full bodied blend, as well as a long time favorite of our customers.

 English    2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Sunday Picnic (Simply Elegant! Series) Golden Virginias are combined with Perique and Izmir Turkish for a 
delicious and memorable flake tobacco.

 Virginia     2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

2018 Featured Cornell & Diehl Tinned & Bulk Tobacco

Nutty Irishman A delightful mixture of Virginia, Burley, and Cavendish, C&D’s Nutty Irishman is a 
pleasant aromatic blending of Frangelico (hazel-nut) and Irish Mist (whiskey with honey and herbs).

 Aromatic    2oz. |  8oz. |  Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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Abingdon (Classic Collection) A full Balkan style blend with a generous measure of Cyprian Latakia, seasoned with fine 
red and lemon yellow Virginia tobaccos, and enhanced with rich oriental leaf. Bold and assertive, with stylish finesse. 

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Barbary Coast (Original Mixture) Fine cube-cut Burley forms a robust foundation for this sophisticated blend. Rich, 
red Virginia tobaccos are paired with Perique and a kiss of brandy, giving this blend subtle sweetness and complexity.

  Burley    2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Blackpoint (Classic Collection) Blackpoint is a luxurious blend of red and lemon Virginia leaf, Cyprian Latakia, exotic 
oriental tobaccos, and a perfect measure of Louisisana perique for a lively, piquant finish.

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Cairo  (Original Mixture) High grade Old Belt Red Virginia, cut in the easy-burning ribbon style. This naturally sweet leaf 
not only packs a fine bowl straight from the bag, but also boasts excellent aging potential.

 Virginia     2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE llll

Chelsea Morning (Old London Series) Comprised of a variety of sweet red and yellow virginias, fragrant orientals, 
a measure of rich Cyprian Latakia, and a pinch of L.A. Poche’s brilliant Acadian perique. 

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Cumberland (Original Mixture) Featuring a rare and exquisite mahogany Kentucky aged in bales for 20 years. Red 
and matured Virginias establish a theme; the Kentucky and a pianissimo of Perique create the variations. Best savored slowly.

 Virginia     2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Gaslight (Old London Series) Gaslight is a rich Latakia mixture, structured with layers of mature red Virginias and spiced 
with Orientals. The result is deep, satisfying, dynamic, and very slow-burning.

  English     2oz.   | 8oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Haddo’s Delight  (Original Mixture) A stout blend of Virginia tobaccos with a generous measure of long-cut 
perique, Green River black Cavendish and air-cured white Burley ribbon. Intriguingly piquant, with overtones of figs and raisins. 

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  | 16oz.  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

2018 Featured G.L. Pease Tinned Tobacco
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Jackknife Plug (New World Collection) All natural blend of dark-fired Kentucky leaf and red, ripe Virginia tobaccos 
layered on a central core of golden flue-cured leaf. This is a stout blend with a finish reminiscent of dark chocolate. 
Also available in Ready Rubbed.

  Burley     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Key Largo (Heirloom Series) Deep, earthy, and creamy. A distinguished broken flake of red Virginia tobaccos, small 
leaf Orientals, and a measure of Cyprian Latakia, spiced with velvety cigar wrapper leaf. 

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Maltese Falcon (Heirloom Series) Generous quantities of Cyprian Latakia are blended with mature red Virginias, 
exotic orientals, and a little bright flue-cured leaf to offer a deep, full bodied yet silky smoke enhanced by a mysterious spice. 

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Navigator (Old London Series) Fine Virginia tobaccos, pressed and aged with a drop of rum and addition of rich dark 
fired Kentucky leaf. Chart your course for a new world of enjoyment, light a bowl, and set sail with Navigator.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

Odyssey (Original Mixture) Odyssey is huge — the biggest of the Pease blends. It’s loaded with Latakia and harmonized 
by exotic Orientals. Wonderful red and jet-black stoved Virginias provide a perfect counterpoint.

  English     2oz. |  8oz.  | 16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE lllll

Quiet Nights (Old London Series) Ripe red Virginias, fine Orientals, smoky Cyprian Latakia, and a pinch of Acadian 
Perique are pressed and matured in cakes before being sliced. 

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR lllll ROOM NOTE llll

Regents Flake A generous measure of fine Izmir leaf is layered on a sturdy foundation of mature red and sweet bright 
Virginia tobaccos, then pressed, matured, and fermented in cakes before being sliced and tinned. 

 Virginia     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Robusto (Original Mixture) A selection of fine, ripe Virginia tobaccos is enhanced with the perfect measure of maduro 
cigar leaf to provide an alluring spice, the suggestion of richness of a great cigar, and a creamy smoke.  

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

2018 Featured G.L. Pease Tinned Tobacco
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Sextant (Old London Series) A classic mixture harmoniously married to a Navy flake. Ripe Virginia tobaccos blended 
with Cyprian Latakia, Orientals, a touch of dark-fired Kentucky, and a hint of dark rum. Gently pressed, matured, and sliced.

  English     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Sixpence  (Old London Series) A rich flake comprising a base of beautiful red virginias, a generous portion of perique, 
and a bit of dark-fired leaf for body and dimension, kissed with a special spirit, then pressed, aged in cakes, sliced and tinned.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Stonehenge Flake Fine Virginias are layered with Louisiana Perique, and just a touch of Burley for added body and 
a fuller flavor, then steamed, hot-pressed, and matured. The cakes are thinly sliced and tinned, ready for your smoking pleasure. 

 Virginia     2oz. | 8oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Temple Bar Ripe red and sweet golden Virginia tobaccos are spiced with fragrant Orientals and enhanced with Perique 
for added depth and complexity. The leaf is carefully layered and pressed into large cakes, then cut into bars and tinned.

 Virginia     2oz. 

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Telegraph Hill (Fog City Selection) A sturdy foundation of Virginia tobaccos, enhanced with fine flakes of Perique 
for a refined smoking experience. Each sip builds upon the last, creating a marvelous edifice of taste and aroma. 

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

The Virginia Cream (Heirloom Series) Distinctively delicious! Fine red and golden flue-cured Virginia tobaccos 
seasoned with rare condimental leaf, enhancing the result with a subtle vanilla/bourbon topping that is never overbearing.

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

Triple Play (New World Collection) A blend of red and bright Virginias with a bit of dark-fired Burley and Perique is 
pressed then cut into old-fashioned plugs. Rich and satisfying!

 Virginia    2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lllll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Union Square (Fog City Selection) A blended, sliced cake of high grade flue cured leaf, from beautiful sweet brights 
to deep, earthy reds, without the added sugars and flavorings common to many Virginia flakes. 

 Virginia     2oz. |  8oz.   

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Westminster (Heirloom Series) New World red Virginias are enhanced with a gentle caress of bright leaf, then 
lavishly seasoned with rich Oriental tobaccos and generous measures of noble Cyprian mountain Latakia. Full-bodied.

  English     2oz. |  8oz. | 16oz.  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lllll

2018 Featured G.L. Pease Tinned Tobacco
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140th Anniversary Commemorating 140 years of pipe making tradition, this limited edition Savinelli 140th 
Anniversary Blend is an elegant mixture of red and bright Virginias, spiced with Orientals and choice dark-fired florets from 
Italy, and infused with subtle notes of citrus and wildflowers for a unique and satisfying smoke. 

 Aromatic   100g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Armonia Savinelli’s Armonia combines choice Virginias, golden Orientals, and Kentucky leaf with a subtle topping of 
natural citrus fruit — cut into a mix of ribbon and broken flake for an enjoyable smoke.

 English    50g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll
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Aroma A rich, slightly sweet mixture, Savinelli’s Aroma combines black Cavendish with dark Virginias, nutty broadleaf, 
and spicy Orientals — offering notes of almonds and a bourbon vanilla flavor.

 English    50g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Black Cavendish Savinelli’s Black Cavendish features a high proportion of dark, mellow Cavendish, mixed with 
fine-cut, fruity Virginias and nutty Burley, topped with subtle vanilla and chocolate flavors for an exceptionally balanced smoke.

 English    50g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Brunello Flake An impeccably structured blend. Featuring a foundation of sweet, tangy Virginias and slow-burning 
Burleys, a dash of Macedonian leaf is added to round out the mixture and add a hint of the exotic. The different leaves are then 
aged as one (in order to marry and harmonize flavor) prior to being pressed into a tantalizing flake.

 Virginia   100g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

Cavendish Savinelli’s Cavendish is a wonderful mixture of carefully selected, mature golden Virginias, light Burleys, 
and Marylands spiced with a touch of fragrant Oriental leaf. Slightly topped with flavors of honey and caramel.

 English    50g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Doblone d’Oro The choicest Virginias, Burleys, and dark fired Kenyan leaf are enhanced with an impeccable addition 
of spicy Perique, then aged to perfection before being spun into enticingly beautiful, zesty coins. A delightfully vivacious and 
flavorful smoke.

 Virginia    100g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE lll

English Mixture A traditional blend, Savinelli’s English Mixture combines sweet Virginias and bright Burley leaf 
with a generous proportion of 30% Latakia. Partially granulated to assure steady burning with no top flavoring added.

 English    50g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

Essenza Cipriota Exhibiting a fragrance redolent of the exotic mysteries of the east, a blend of well-aged Virginias, 
slow-burning Burleys, alluring Latakia, and Macedonian leaf form a fascinatingly nuanced, medium bodied smoke.

 English   100g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE ll 

2018 Savinelli Tinned Tobacco
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by Cornell & Diehl
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Presbyterian A classic English tobacco, Presbyterian Mixture came about during the first World War, and has been 
well-regarded ever since. A mellow blend of Virginias, Latakia, and Turkish tobaccos with a full-bodied taste.

 English   50g  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll 

2018 Presbyterian Tobacco
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Danish Black Vanilla Twelve American and Korean Virginias are blended with a good bit of Burley in Planta’s 
Danish Black Vanilla, all of which ripens in a special Cavendish process, and is then given just the right amount of genuine 
Madagascar vanilla. It’s a flavorful blend, and even-burning tobacco, presented in a tin whose lid doubles as a pipe stand.

 Aromatic    50g  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE ll

Full English Traditional, smoky, and very sophisticated, Planta’s Full English rounds off a Cyprian Latakia base with 
choice Virginia grades and a touch of full-bodied tobaccos from Java. Blended by hand.

 English    Bulk  

STRENGTH llll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE llll

Mellow English A healthy portion of Cyprian Latakia and broad cut, top-grade Virginias are the base for Planta’s 
smart Mellow English mixture. Blended by hand.

 English   Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE lll

MMVI (Sweet Pear Mixture) In Planta’s Sweet Pear Mixture (the tobacco of the year for 2006), noble 
black Cavendish, nutty Burley, and Virginia flakes are rounded off with the natural sweetness of the Williams pear, making for 
a deliciously refined smoking experience. Blended by hand.

 Aromatic     Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE ll

MMVII (Black Mixture) Black and mellow; aromatic and smooth. Planta’s Black Mixture (the tobacco of the 
year for 2007) infuses black Cavendish with the aroma of thoroughly matured bilberries, carefully blended to create a delightfully 
intriguing smoking experience.

 Aromatic    Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

MMVIII (Exotic Mixture) Planta’s Exotic Mixture (the tobacco of the year for 2008) pairs vivacious yellow 
Virginias against black Cavendish, brown Burley, and exotic fruit flavors. An exquisite smoking experience. Blended by hand.

 Aromatic    Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll

MMX (After Dinner Mixture) For Planta’s After Dinner Mixture (the tobacco of the year for 2010), 
honey-colored Virginias and black Cavendish are carefully balanced against the aroma of chocolates and smoky Scotch whiskies, 
making for a full-bodied, relaxing smoke. Blended by hand.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll 

2018 Planta Tobacco
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MMXII (Ripe Marula Fruit) Planta’s Ripe Marula Fruit mixture (the tobacco of the year for 2012) is 
composed of bright yellow Virginias sun-ripened in Africa, brown Burley, and deep black Cavendish. The flavor of ripe marula 
fruit adds sweetness, and makes for a complete smoking pleasure.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE ll 

MMXIII (California Dream) Lively and aromatic, Planta’s distinguished Californian Dream (the tobacco of 
the year for 2013) is a mix of matured bright yellow Virginias, heavily fermented, smooth black Cavendish, and Burley tobaccos. 
It derives its unique bouquet of fragrant aromas and sweet taste from California oranges.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE l 

MMXIV (Fruity and Fragrant) For Planta’s Fruity and Fragrant mixture (the tobacco of the year for 
2014), top grade tobaccos are topped with aromatic mango and lychee fruit flavors, making for a delicate fragrance and an 
extraordinary taste.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE l 

MMXV (Brazilian Mixture) Superb tobaccos matured under the Brazilian sun are hand processed by 
experienced blenders for Planta’s Brazilian Mixture (the tobacco of the year for 2015). A lively taste of lime, cane sugar, and 
cachaça.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll 

MMXVI (Cosmopolitan Mixture) Planta’s Cosmopolitan Mixture (the tobacco of the year for 2016) 
is a melange of the finest tobaccos, traditionally prepared and blended by hand in the spirit of the Cosmopolitan cocktail: ripe 
cranberries, a dash of lime juice, and a jigger of triple sec. Modern, multicultural, vibrant, and cosmopolitan. Quite simply, 
Berlin.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH lll FLAVOR llll ROOM NOTE l 
Sans Souci Planta’s Sans Souci is a bright and mellow mixture of high-grade, golden Virginias, Burley, and black 
Cavendish. It’s fascinating, full, and blended by hand.

 Aromatic   Bulk  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE l 

2018 Planta Tobacco
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Black and Bourbon Double fermented black Cavendish and toasted Burley make for a balanced, mellow smoke, 
with just the right amount of Bourbon whiskey to emphasize its best qualities.

 Aromatic   50g  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE l 

Daily Mixture Daily Mixture is a mellow blend with just the right amount of sweetness, featuring special Virginia and 
Burley grades matured under high pressure.

 Virginia   50g  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR ll ROOM NOTE ll 

Mango and Vanilla Slightly toasted Virginias and Burleys make this Mango and Vanilla mixture a mellow smoke, 
with, yes, just the right amount of citrusy Mango and a hint of Vanilla.

 Aromatic   50g  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll 

Original Orange A mellow blend of Virginias with a hint of black Cavendish and a subtle orange note, this Holger 
Danske mixture is an easy, lightly aromatic smoke.

 Aromatic   50g  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE ll 

Black Cherry An old-school, traditional aromatic blend, McLintock’s Black Cherry is a fruity blend of bi-fermented 
black Cavendish with notes of cherry, coffee, and whisky.

 Aromatic   50g  

STRENGTH ll FLAVOR lll ROOM NOTE l 

2018 Holger Danske Tobacco

2018 McLintock Tobacco
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Savinelli Trevi Smooth - Qty: 1 
Savinelli Trevi Rusticated - Qty: 1  
Savinelli Churchwarden Smooth - Qty: 1
Savinelli Churchwarden Black Rusticated - Qty: 1
Savinelli Roma Standard - Qty: 1
Savinelli Roma King Size - Qty: 1  
Rossi Rubino - Qty: 4
Rossi Vittoria - Qty: 4 
Kiribi Mikazuki Red - Qty: 1
Kiribi Tomo Black Matte - Qty: 1 
Kiribi Kabuto Mizo Silver - Qty: 1 
Kiribi Lighter Flints - Qty: 3
Ceramic Ashtray 1 Pipe Knocker Black - Qty: 1 
Cornell & Diehl Autumn Evening 2 oz - Qty: 4 
Cornell & Diehl Briar Fox 2oz - Qty: 4
Cornell & Diehl Pirate Kake 2oz - Qty: 4
Pamphlet: Learn To Smoke A Pipe - Qty: 25 

This package includes:

Pamphlet: How To Sell A Pipe - Qty: 1 
Pamphlet: How To Start A Pipe Club - Qty: 1
Rossi 2 Pipe Pouch Blue - Qty: 1 
Rossi 2 Pipe Pouch Red - Qty: 1

Savinelli Introduction Package 
This is our entry-level tier, a package that features all of the best-sellers from our lower price points. The 
Savinelli Introduction Package is perfect for clients who wish to expand their pipe selection but aren’t sure 
where to begin — every item is a proven winner.

Savinelli Trevi Rusticated - Qty: 1 
Savinelli Trevi Smooth - Qty: 1  
Savinelli Roma Standard - Qty: 1  
Savinelli Roma King Size - Qty: 1 

Rossi Vittoria - Qty: 4 
Rossi Rubino - Qty: 4 
Rossi Sitting - Qty:2 
Savinelli Trevi Rusticated - Qty:1 
Savinelli Trevi Smooth - Qty:1 
Savinelli Roma Standard - Qty:1 
Savinelli Roma King Size - Qty:1 
Savinelli Churchwarden Smooth - Qty:1 
Savinelli Bing’s Favorite Rusticated  - Qty:1
Savinelli Bing’s Favorite Smooth - Qty:1 
Savinelli Ginger’s Favorite Rusticated - Qty:1 

Savinelli Deluxe Package 
This package offers a nice mix of products with lower to middle price points. You’ll notice 
a few holdovers from the Introduction Package as well as some additions — everything 
featured here has proven itself as a top-seller.

Savinelli Churchwarden Black Rusticated - Qty: 1 
Savinelli Bing’s Favorite Rusticated - Qty: 1
Rossi Vittoria - Qty: 3 
Rossi Rubino - Qty: 3 

Savineli Clark’s Favorite Smooth - Qty:1 
Savinelli Oceano Rusticated - Qty:1 
Savinelli Oceano Smooth - Qty:1
Rossi Lucca - Qty:2
Savinelli Churchwarden Black Rusticated - Qty:1
Savinelli Oscar Tiger Rusticated - Qty:1
Savinelli Spring - Qty:1
6mm Balsa Filters (packs of 20) - Qty: 50
Savinelli 12-Pipe Display Box - Qty:1 

12
Pipes

26
Pipes

This package includes:

This package includes:

Pipe Shop In A Box 
Our Pipe Shop in a Box is the ultimate, all-inclusive package for 
retailer success, complete with everything you need to start fresh 
or rejuvenate your inventory. From our best-selling pipes and 
pipe tobacco, to modernist Kiribi lighters, to helpful marketing 
materials for your shop, it’s an invaluable tool for any tobacconist.

Czech Pipe Tool - Qty: 14
6mm Balsa Filters (packs of 20) - Qty: 50
Savinelli 12 Pipe Display Box - Qty: 1 

6mm Balsa Filters (packs of 20) - Qty: 50
Savinelli 12-Pipe Display Box - Qty: 1 
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Rossi Introduction Package
Available in a wide range of popular shapes and finishes, Rossi represents one of the best values in briar 
pipes for both you and your customers. Our Rossi Introduction Package includes a display box and four 
essential facings.

Rossi Sitting - Qty: 3 
Rossi Vittoria - Qty: 3 
Rossi Rubino - Qty: 3 

Rossi Lucca - Qty: 3 
Rossi 6-Pipe Display Box - Qty: 1 

12
Pipes

This package includes:

G. L. Pease Best Selling Package
Perhaps the biggest name in the boutique pipe tobacco world, G. L. Pease tobaccos are a 
must for any serious tobacconist. With such a wide range of styles, we have an assortment 
of perennial Pease favorites that will delight even the most discerning smokers.

Sixpence 2oz - Qty: 4 
Haddo’s Delight 2oz  - Qty: 4 
Jackknife Plug 2oz - Qty: 4 

Quiet Nights 2oz - Qty: 4 
Gaslight 2oz - Qty: 4 
Westminster 2oz - Qty: 4  

24
Tins

This package includes:

Cornell & Diehl Best Selling Package 
Cornell & Diehl tobaccos are hand-blended in the Carolinas, and their extensive roster 
of blends ensures that there is something for everyone. Our Cornell & Diehl Best Selling 
Package is an easy way to make sure that you are stocking the essentials.

Autumn Evening 2oz - Qty: 4 
Chenet’s Cake 2oz - Qty: 4 
Bourbon Bleu 2oz - Qty: 4 

Pirate Kake 2oz - Qty: 4
Briar Fox 2oz  - Qty: 4
Bijou 2oz - Qty: 4 

24
Tins

This package includes:

Cornell & Diehl’s Cellar Series Package
Cornell & Diehl’s Cellar Series offers a range of blends designed to age beautifully, despite 
being delicious fresh from the tin. From complex, smoky Englishes to sweet, delicate 
Virginia flakes, set your shop apart with these boutique, cellar-worthy tobaccos.

Vieux Carré 2oz - Qty: 2 
Speakeasy Navy Blend 2oz  - Qty: 2
Seersucker 2oz - Qty: 2 
Bijou 2oz - Qty: 2 
King Cake 2oz - Qty: 2 

Oak Alley 2oz - Qty: 2 
Chenet’s Cake 2oz - Qty: 2 
Joie de Vivre 2oz - Qty: 2 
Old Grove 2oz - Qty: 2
Bourbon Bleu 2oz - Qty: 2  

20
Tins

This package includes:
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Bulk Tobacco Introduction Package
Bulk pipe tobacco is certainly a mainstay for the modern tobacconist, 
just as it was in eras past. Hand-blended in the Carolinas, our Cornell 
& Diehl Bulk Tobacco Introduction Package covers all the bases and 
features at least one blend for everyone.

Engine #99 Bulk - Qty: 2  
Bayou Morning Bulk - Qty: 2 

Bulk Tobacco Deluxe Package
The Cornell & Diehl Bulk Tobacco Deluxe Package includes all of the most popular blends from our Introduction Package, plus three additional 
best-selling blends for a more extensive selection of these wonderful tobaccos.

Bayou Morning Bulk - Qty: 2 
Founding Fathers Bulk - Qty: 2 

Nutty Irishman Bulk - Qty: 2 
Autumn Evening Bulk - Qty: 2 

8
16oz Bags

14
16oz Bags

Kiribi Introduction Package
Functional, affordable, and stylish, our line of Japanese pipe-lighters hit the market at the beginning of 2014 and has quickly become one of the most 
popular items we sell. Grab a Kiribi Introduction Package and give your customers a chance to see what all the buzz is about. Includes five complimentary 
bottles of Kiribi flints.

Tomo - Qty: 1
Kabuto - Qty: 1
Kabuto Short - Qty: 1
Mikazuki - Qty: 1 
Mikazuki Short - Qty: 1 
Kiribi Flints - Qty: 5

5
Lighters

This package includes:
Haunted Bookshop Bulk - Qty: 2 
Autumn Evening Bulk - Qty: 2 

This package includes:

This package includes:

Engine #99 Bulk - Qty: 2 
Green River Vanilla Bulk - Qty: 2 

Haunted Bookshop Bulk - Qty: 2 



Our Pipe Trade! program allows you to replace old and difficult-to-sell pipes with a credit that can be used 
towards any of our products or an exisiting invoice. 

And not just Savinelli pipes. Have any old Petersons, Dunhills, Stanwells, or artisan-made pipes lying around, 
collecting dust? Yep, we’ll take those off your hands, too. Any pipe, any brand, smoked or otherwise can be 
traded in for credit. 

Just ask for a consultation and our knowledgeable, pipe-smoking staff will ensure that you are carrying pipes, 
tobaccos, and accessories that’ll fly off the shelves!

 Do your pipe displays 
include pipes that have not 

moved in years?

Ldg
Laudisi Distribution Group

550 Hwy 9 East, Longs, SC 29568
843.491.4150  |  fax 864.751.5704

www.laudisi.com


